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1. PUT YOUR BEST FOOT FORWARD
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Angela Cortright has
been embedded in the
Southern California community
for over 20-years, and continues to grow her roots deeper
and deeper with every significant contribution she makes.
She is a proven innovator,
leader and humanitarian in
the spa industry. Since
1998, when Angela and
her husband founded
Spa Gregorie’s, she
has successfully led
Spa Gregorie’s into the
forefront of the Southern
California spa scene.
Spa Gregorie’s has also taken
home top recognitions in the
national spa and wellness scene
such as the “Favorite Day Spa
in America” in the Professional
Choice Awards by American
Spa Magazine in 2009 and 2011.

Troubled tootsies? With the average person regularly spending four hours per day on their feet, it’s no wonder there is a
national epidemic of foot problems. The feet are full of acupressure points that promote health and wellbeing, so it’s important to treat them well. Services range from over-the-top
pedicures to decadent foot rubs. We offer a treatment called
the Sole Sacrifice, which includes a full body massage as the feet
are exfoliated, soothed and rubbed with a decadent botanical scrub.

2. TECH SAVVY

With Nintendo Wii yoga, sharing spa and beauty trends on Pinterest and social
media apps for wellness such as My Fitness Diary, the tech world is invading the
wellness world! Check out Deepak Chopra’s meditation game “Leela,” as well as
fitness and nutrition offerings from the likes of Nike+ and Fitbit.

3. TIS’ THE SEASON

Let the seasons cue your next spa experience. Look for pumpkin peels in the fall to
kick-start the resurfacing process and citrus-based treatments in spring to provide a
subtle glow and renewed collagen production. Right now I’m excited about our new
Organic Brightening Mandarin Facial aimed to correct summer skin problems caused
by the sun like hyperpigmentation and fine lines.

4. CELLULAR

Stem cells are all the rage in the spa industry with advanced treatments bringing proven results to the table. Released in both fruit and animal forms, stem-cell products contain molecular building blocks that researchers hope may one day be used
to
rebuild damaged and diseased tissue throughout the body. Products containing both versions of stem cells have been the latest craze for cuttingedge skin and beauty lines for 2012.

5. GOODBYE FLUFF, HELLO GOOD STUFF

Over-the-top chocolate pedicures and diamond facials are passé.
Guests are now seeking health-oriented results and meaningful spa
experiences. Look for more potent offerings from organic sources
as well as breakthroughs in the labs with wellness items such as peptides, telomeres, antioxidants and more.

FUN FACT: Over a decade, the number of spa locations has grown from 4,140 in 1999 to 19,900 in 2010.
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